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Diversity is a women's topic. 

Women are still (strongly) underrepresented in the top management echelons of Swiss companies. 

Women earn less than men and their skills and potential as managers and experts are still underestimated. 

As mothers, they take care of most of the so-called care work, i.e. the everyday caring for children and 

relatives as well as managing the household yet this work is underappreciated. Their professional 

biographies are therefore incomplete due to family responsibilities they shoulder. Their career prospects 

are limited by part-time work and pensions are correspondingly low. Women are regarded as emotional, 

conflict-shy, bitchy, family-oriented - all the characteristics that are not particularly appreciated in 

professional life in the workplace. 

Companies react – if at all - with individual measures for further qualification and empowerment of 

women. They sometimes offer solutions to help balance career and family, with mentoring and seminar 

programs, or with helping develop womens' networks. These are indisputably meaningful activities - but 

the assumption that it is up to women alone to change the situation is not enough. The reason being is 

that these activities are usually designed to change women and make them conform with the specific 

company culture, which could be seen as an apptempt at "Fixing the Women". The problem with these 

individual measures is that necessary systemic changes in corporate structures and cultures are not taken 

into account. 

Likewise, male colleagues, superiors and employees are not taken into account - and thus the potential 

they offer for equality is not exploited. In order to initiate the necessary cultural change in regards to 

gender equality, it is absolutely necessary to include all employees in the company, especially the – 

predominantly male managers. They represent a resource for equality that, to date, has been used under 

exploited and which also represents – quantitatively and qualitatively – an influential stakeholder group. 

Only together, it is possible to implement adequate measures and achieve equal opportunities. 

But why should men support gender equality? After all, they no longer would have the same career 

opportunities if there are to be more women in management positions! 

There are (at least) two answers to this question: 

1. Men also benefit from gender equality. 

So far they have worked long hours in the office and bear the largest burden in generating family income. 

This responsibility, as well as the culture of competition and dominance that often exists in male-

dominated companies, is unhealthy for men. Traditional masculine norms are based on the role of "tough 

guys", who feed the family and have a successful career. Variation and diversity exist in the form of 

sabbaticals, family time, part-time work, being a houseman for example, but mostly the above listed male 

"types" are still all too often the exotic exception by no means the norm.  

Many fathers would also like to have more time for their family. Both fathers and mothers want to be there 

for their children after starting a family. A more reliable professional development of women would enable 

men to live a more relaxed and psychologically sustainable life and at the same time help reduce their 

wives' overall workload. If corporate cultures and structures change and evolve towards more equality, 

this opens up a vast range of opportunities for men and their lives which are not restricted to confirming 

https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-frauen-im-top-management-in-der-schweizer-wirtschaft-befragungsergebnisse/$FILE/ey-frauen-im-top-management-in-der-schweizer-wirtschaft-befragungsergebnisse.pdf
https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/de/home/statistiken/bevoelkerung/familien/erwerbs-haus-familienarbeit.html
https://www.srf.ch/news/schweiz/jeder-dritte-schweizer-immer-mehr-erwerbstaetige-aber-ueberproportional-viel-teilzeit
https://www.srf.ch/news/schweiz/jeder-dritte-schweizer-immer-mehr-erwerbstaetige-aber-ueberproportional-viel-teilzeit
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to stereotypes. 

2. Promoting equal opportunities is a task for (male) managers. 

Implementing equal opportunities in day-to-day business is a question of fairness and justice. It has also 

been known for some time that equality, equal opportunities and diversity are by no means harmful for 

companies - on the contrary, they contribute significantly to their economic success. If something is to 

change here in the coming years, men are to be newly appreciated in their function as managers and as 

designers of change. It is in this function, that we should urgently help them to assume this responsibility! 

Of course, promoting equal opportunities does not only require men. It also requires women because we 

believe that equality and change can more successfully be achieved by managers, we have named our 

project "Leaders for Equality – managers taking opportunities”. 

If you want to learn more about our work, please subscribe to our newsletter. If you would like to 

contribute to our project as a manager or diversity & inclusion expert, we would be delighted to hear from 

you via email. 

  

https://genderworks.de/blog/18-zahlen-warum-sie-fuer-mehr-frauen-im-management-ihres-unternehmens-sorgen-sollten
https://hsg-nlforms.taktwerk.ch/forms/en/282927485562-leaders-for-equality.html
mailto:leaders4equality@unisg.ch?subject=Blog%20post%20July
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